The Delta Variant: Talking with Kids
Jeanne Blake: We all hoped that by this time in the pandemic we'd be focused on re-entry and re-establishing our
relationships and our sense of connection. But – we're still in the middle of it – and facing a lot of uncertainty.
With regard to children's mental health, Dr. Paula K. Rauch, a child psychiatrist at Massachusetts General Hospital, says it’s
more important than ever that we really understand our children's experience in the pandemic thus far, and talk with
them about – and help them process – their experiences and emotions. Megan, featured in our teen video, explains why
she agrees this is so important.
Megan: It’s like you’re a book with different chapters. That's one chapter. And even though that chapter is over, you still
need it to carry on with the rest of the book. And you still need to know that knowledge that you learned in that chapter
for the rest of it to make sense. So, it's really helpful to understand that that dark time that happened. Sure, it's over and
things might go back to normal somewhat but it's never going to disappear. It happened. You can't change that. Nobody
knows how to time travel yet.
Jeanne: Megan told me it can be hard for some parents to put themselves in their kids’ shoes. That’s why we created the
videos in our online program – to help adults understand the pandemic from kids’ point of view, and to equip them to
have conversations with kids about their experiences. Dr. Rauch explains, from her perspective, why having these
conversations is so important.
Dr. Paula K. Rauch: We have all been through something enormous and we need to make sense of that experience.
Children and adolescents really need the important adults in their lives to be curious about the child's perspective. What
have we been through the last 17 months? In the process of thinking about that also wondering with children what are
they imagining is coming. We can be very present with them and help them to recognize they've been learning all kinds of
new skills about how to cope through the last many months – both by the things they successfully navigated, and frankly,
also by the things that haven't gone so well. All those experiences that children have had will give them confidence and
competence in their ability to be resilient, and to face continued uncertainty and the new challenges ahead of all of us.
Jeanne: What are some of the strategies you know work for engaging children in those kinds of conversations? While
children want to be able to talk about it, we know sometimes it's not so easy to encourage them to do so, or to find the
right time for them to do so.
Dr. Rauch: Well, sometimes we can ask children to reflect on experiences we might think were particularly challenging or
particularly positive. We can ask, “Gee, as you're thinking back to the start of the school year, last year, what are you
remembering?" "What were the things that were surprising about last year?" “Were there any sort of benefits, things that
you enjoyed more than you thought you would?" "What are the changes that you're imagining?" "What do you hope won't
happen this fall that happened last fall?" Really getting kids to imagine. That imagination, especially when it's connected
with caring adults, is an incredible way to support a child's resilience. And it doesn't all have to be about the pandemic. You
can be talking with your child about all kinds of topics. By doing that, your child recognizes that you respect their
perspective, you know how to listen, and find them engaging and interesting. That helps a child communicate better and
to function better with whatever is in front of them.
Jeanne: You've raised an important point about listening. Often children tell me that they don't want their parents to fix
something or tell them how they're feeling - but just to listen. What's the magic in that?

Dr. Rauch: It’s so important to listen, listen, listen. All of us – children, adolescents, and adults too – talk to people who we
believe are really listening to us, are curious about what we have to say, don't have their minds all made up, aren't just
waiting to have a moment they can give advice instead of listening and understanding things. It’s also the case that for any
of us, and children particularly, as you ask questions and reflect out loud, you can think more clearly. "Gee, what was
difficult about that circumstance?" "Oh, what was the part that was helpful?" "Why did someone else react differently
than I did?" It allows a kind of connection and complexity that happens when you create the space that listening creates.
Think of it as creating space for your child to safely wonder and grow those resilience skills.
Jeanne: If children don't have the opportunity to process their pandemic experience so far – there's a good chance they'll
continue to be surprised over and over by future changes. And being surprised makes it more difficult for children to cope.
We hope you'll check out our Tips and Strategies under each video on the home page of this site, and other Quick Takes
videos, for guidance on how to talk with children during these really uncertain times.
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